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Agenda



How many of you have already   
apologized to someone today?



Do you catch yourself saying 
“I’m sorry” all the time? 



I’m sorry
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I’m going to let you in on a little secret.

Strong, confident women Weaker, less confident women

Use the words, “I’m sorry” to admit when they are 
wrong, or when an apology is in order.

Use the words “I’m sorry” when they have  
feelings of inferiority. 
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• Apologizing to appease

• Apologizing on demand 

• Apologizing without apologizing 

• Apologizing from guilt

• Apologizing to be polite 

• Apologizing from love 

Forms of apologies

Apologies can take many forms.
 



“I’m sorry!
Stop saying I’m sorry!
Okay.... I’m sorry!”
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Self-awareness • Keep a log for a week and write down each time you 

say or write the word, “sorry.” 

• Ask yourself, are you truly sorry? 

• Ask yourself, did do something wrong?

• Notice any trends and identify triggers such as certain  

people or situations that may cause you to  

over-apologize. 

• Before apologizing, consider—is it necessary?

How do we kick the apology habit?  

Tool
 
Google Chrome gmail plug-in

Just NOT sorry
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Change your  
vocabulary

Phrases and 
words to avoid

Why this phrase 
or word dilutes 
confidence

Words and a 
mindset that 
promotes  
confidence

I hate to bother you, 
but

“I hate to bother you, 
but, do you have time 
to discuss my career 
path?”

Leading with, “I hate 
to bother you, but” 
phrase immediately 
puts the other person 
in complete control 
by giving away your 
power.

Say: “When you have a 
minute, I would like to 
discuss my career path 
with you.”

Mindset: Accept that 
what you have to say  
is important. Your time  
is just as valuable as 
someone else’s

I’m worried

“I’m really worried 
about the direction 
of this project.”

When you express  
worry, it shows that 
you fear a negative 
outcome and that you 
may be over-thinking it.

Say: “I have some  
concerns about the  
direction of this 
project.”

Mindset: Focus on  
the solution, not the 
problem.

How do we kick the apology habit?  

Tools
 
Changing your vocabulary to lead 
with confidence

tammydrost.com
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Be confident and 
intentional

When you are deliberate in how you express yourself and 

direct in your communications, your skills begin to shine, 

you begin to feel more confident and are perceived as a 

leader and trusted authority. 

How do we kick the apology habit?  
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Stop justifying Think of this as a double-apology. You are apologizing  

unnecessarily, and then justifying why you did or didn’t  

do something. 

While you may have to support your decisions with  

research, statistics, or business methodologies, you don’t 

owe an explanation to anybody for the choices and  

decisions you make.  

How do we kick the apology habit?  



“When you start seeing your 
worth, you’ll find it harder to 
stay around those who don’t.”

—Unknown
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The myth versus the reality.

Myth Reality

Myth 1: If I am confident, I won’t feel fear or anxiety. Life is going to throw us curveballs and challenges 
when we least expect it. 

Myth 2: You are confident, or you aren’t. We are all born with some level of confidence. Even 
the most confident women experience periods of self-
doubt and that is OK because it serves as a catalyst to 
grow, learn, and put more energy into specific areas of 
our life.

Myth 3: Only one kind of confidence exists. Each one of us is confident in our own way.  
Confidence is how we feel when we are our best self.

Myth 4: I need confidence to tackle important projects 
and initiatives.

By taking action first, we begin to build confidence.

Myth 5: If I accomplish great things, I will achieve the  
confidence that I desire.

We build confidence daily. When we focus on small 
successes, we find happiness as we move closer to 
our goals and act on our values as we live our daily life.

Myth 6: Criticism and negative feedback will destroy 
my confidence.

Throughout life, people will give you unsolicited 
feedback.
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The myth versus the reality.

Myth Reality

Myth 7: Self-criticism gives me the confidence to reach 
my goals.

When you constantly criticize yourself, you become 
depressed, and depression is not a motivational 
mindset. By replacing that harsh inner voice with a 
self-compassion mindset, you create a situation that 
increases motivation because it cushions failure. 

Myth 8: I have to be perfect before I can feel confident. Perfection is impossible. Strive for excellence, not  
perfection.

Myth 9: Failures and mistakes erode confidence. Failures and mistakes are not the end of the world. 
Learning from them and trying again makes us  
stronger.

Myth 10: If I become too confident, I will turn into a 
selfish narcissist.

Taking pride in your strengths, skills, and contributions 
does not make you selfish or self-absorbed.

 
  
 



“Nothing great is going to  
happen in your comfort zone.”

—Unknown
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Self-awareness: Get to know yourself on a deeper level. 
Understanding who you are and what makes you tick 
is the key to your success. Know your strengths and 
weaknesses and how to use them to your advantage.

Self-care: Take care of yourself first. Routinely schedule 
time for self-care and respect that time to nuture your spirit. 
Diet, exercise, sleep, and setting realistic expectations all 
play a role in self-care. 

Self-respect: Access and uphold your values without 
sacrificing your well-being to please others. Trust yourself 
to make the right decisions and stand by those decisions.

Self-acceptance: Accept yourself for who you are.  
Accept your limits, that you will make mistakes and  
forgive yourself.

Self-love: Treat yourself as well as you treat friends and 
loved ones. Celebrate yourself and your successes.

Tips

How to build confidence. 
 

Tools
 
Personality test
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Tips

How to build confidence. 
 

Question “The Norm”: Just because it was always done 
that way, doesn’t mean it’s the best way. Don’t be afraid 
to ask questions and offer solutions.

Set boundaries and stick to them: Don’t become the 
yes person. Understand how and when to say NO!

Lead with the positive: Your successes are your own. 
Lead with the positive and surround yourself with positive 
people and things.

Set goals with a plan for success: While goals are  
important, a solid plan is critical for success.

Be conscious of how you look and body language: 
Present yourself in a way that shows that you believe in 
yourself.

Tools
 
SMART goals
Body language



“True happiness lies in the 
realization that you yourself 
are enough.”  
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A confident woman • Has the drive to start things 

• Stand up for herself

• Has the ability to “no”

• Has the ability to say “yes”

• Overcomes and faces her fears

• Believes in herself

• Sets the bar high

• Stretches her limitations

• Asks questions

• Believes in winning

10 ways confidence leads to success.  
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Apologies

Myths versus reality

How to build confidence

10 ways confidence leads to success

Resources

We learned

So, next time you catch yourself apologizing, remember... 
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Tammy Drost
ask@tammydrost.com
tammydrost.com
Blog

Connect on social media
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
YouTube
LinkedIn

tammydrost.com

Tools 
Just NOT sorry 
Personality test
Body language
Changing your vocabulary 
to lead with confidence
SMART goals

Resources

Need help? Just ask.
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